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Abstract—To maximize data center network utilization, the
SDN control plane needs to frequently update the data plane as
the network conditions change. Since each switch updates its flow
table independently and asynchronously, the state transition—
if done directly from the initial to the final stage—may result
in serious flash congestion and packet loss. Prior work strives
to find a congestion-free update plan with multiple stages, each
with the property that there will be no congestion independent
of the update order. Yet congestion-free update requires part of
the link capacity to be left vacant and decreases utilization of
the expensive network infrastructure. Further, it involves solving
a series of LP, which is slow and does not scale well.
In this paper, we study the more general problem of minimizing
transient congestion during network update, given the number
of intermediate stages. This exposes the tradeoff between update
speed and transient congestion, and allows an operator to navigate a broader design space for performing network update. We
formulate the minimum congestion update problem (MCUP) as
an optimization program and prove its hardness. We propose an
approximation algorithm and a greedy improvement algorithm
to find the update sequence in an efficient and scalable manner.
Extensive experiments with Mininet show that our solution
reduces update time by 50% and saves control overhead by 30%
compared to state of the art.

to be migrated have left. Updates in both intra-datacenter and
inter-datacenter networks, if not carefully planned, may disrupt
many applications [11], [19].
Existing work, especially SWAN [11] and zUpdate [19],
proposes to find a congestion-free update plan to solve this
problem. The update plan consists of discrete stages, each of
which involves changing flow tables of a set of switches, with
the property that there will be no congestion independent of
the update order or timing. This approach suffers from several
drawbacks, however.
TABLE I
RUNNING TIME FOR FINDING CONGESTION - FREE UPDATE PLANS

DCN
WAN

1K
0.73 min
0.60 min

2K
1.40 min
1.01 min

3K
2.10 min
1.57 min

4K
2.96 min
2.43 min

5K
4.12 min
3.12 min

For DCN, the topology is an 8-pod fat-tree, with 16 long-lived flows in
the background. For WAN the topology is Microsoft’s production network
topology from [11]. The initial and final routing is generated randomly.
We use the algorithms in [19] and [11] to find a congestion-free update
plan for DCN and WAN, respectively, using LINGO as the solver, with
different numbers of flows in the network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In software defined networking (SDN), a logically centralized controller has a global view of the network state, and is responsible for delivering the control decisions to the data plane.
The controller enforces policies by installing, modifying, or
deleting forwarding rules in switch flow tables through southbound APIs such as Openflow [22]. SDN presents tremendous
advantages for data center networks. Google and Microsoft
build B4 [12] and SWAN [11], respectively, to interconnect
their data centers and achieve higher network utilization, lower
delay, and less packet loss.
Despite the centralization of control plane, data plane remains a distributed system. When network conditions change
due to for example routing policy reconfiguration, switch
upgrade, network failures, or traffic variations, the controller
needs to update the data plane by modifying the flow tables so
as to optimize performance. This process is not atomic [25]:
each switch is updated independently and asynchronously.
Thus network update may result in serious congestion during the transient period, even though the initial and final
configurations are not. For example, congestion may happen
when new flows—those that are supposed to be carried by
a switch after the update—arrive before old ones that need

First, to guarantee that a congestion-free update plan always
exists, a portion (10%–50% [11]) of the network capacity
has to be left vacant before update. This leads to reduced
utilization of the expensive network infrastructure. Second,
calculating a congestion-free update plan requires solving a
series of LPs, which is too slow for production scale networks.
Table I shows the running time of the algorithms in [11], [19]
for data center networks (DCN) and inter-data center wide area
networks (WAN) which connect geo-distributed data centers
of the same operator. Note that a real DCN have more than
5K flows [16]. However not all of them need to be explicitly
managed by the controller; only elephant flows are subject to
explicit control of SDN and require controller intervention.
In Table I, all flows in DCN refer to elephant flows. When
the number of flows is larger than 2K, the running time in
both scenarios is well beyond one minute. Thus congestionfree update is infeasible for operators like Google [12] and
Microsoft [11] who perform centralized traffic engineering
(TE) every five minutes to improve link utilization. In addition,
slower update speed limits the controller’s ability to react to
failures and degrades application performance.
Instead of congestion-free update, in this paper we advocate

to find an update plan that minimizes the transient congestion,
given the number of intermediate stages within which the
update needs to be done. We argue that, since switches are
deeply buffered [10], and many low-priority data transfers
tolerate packet loss especially in inter-data center WAN [15],
it is worthwhile to explore solutions with a small extent of
transient congestion. Our problem is more general in the sense
that it allows the operator to navigate a broader design space,
where one may trade off update speed, represented by the
number of intermediate stages, for the extent of transient
congestion. In previous work, the number of intermediate
stages is not known until a update plan is found and cannot
be adjusted [11], [19].
We make three novel contributions in this paper. First, we
propose a general optimization framework for the minimum
congestion update problem (MCUP) both in DCN and WAN.
Generally speaking, the optimization program aims to determine routing for all ρ intermediate stages, where ρ is given,
such that the maximum link utilization during the transition is
minimized. We take into account single-path routing and multipath routing as constraints to meet the different application
requirements, since applications such as video do not work
well when their flows are split.
Our second contribution is a set of efficient algorithms to
solve MCUP. We prove that MCUP is NP-hard, and thus
focus on designing approximation algorithms. We first propose
a randomized rounding algorithm and prove that it yields
a O(log k) upper bound of link congestion, where k is the
number of switches. This algorithm only requires solving one
LP and thus have faster running time than prior work. We further propose a greedy improvement algorithm which improves
upon the rounding result by greedily rerouting each flow in
each stage. The greedy algorithm has the same approximation
ratio O(log k) as the rounding algorithm in general topologies,
and an approximation ratio of 4 for fat-tree in particular.
Our third contribution is a comprehensive performance
evaluation of our algorithms in both DCN and WAN scenarios
using production topologies. Simulation results show that our
algorithms can reduce average link congestion by 60% and
67%, respectively, in both scenarios with 5 intermediate stages,
and save 30% control overhead compared to prior work. We
also develop a prototype of our algorithm on Mininet using
the Floodlight controller. Experimental results show that our
solution is 50% faster than prior work.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
summarize related work in Sec. II. We give a formal definition
of MCUP and analyze its hardness in Sec. III. In Sec. IV
we present a rounding algorithm and prove its congestion
upper bound. Based on the solution of the rounding algorithm,
in Sec. V we propose the greedy improvement algorithm.
Experimental evaluation and implementation are presented in
Sec. VI and Sec. VII, and finally Sec. VIII concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
We briefly review prior art on network update in both
traditional networks and SDN.
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Illustration of the network flow transition model.

In traditional networks, much work exists on avoiding
transient misbehavior during network update. For example,
consensus routing [14] considers the problem of eliminating
transient state inconsistency. Vanbever et al. [26] focus on
lossless migration and modification when moving from one
routing protocol to another. Raza et al. [24] propose graceful
network state migration, which strives to minimize the overall
performance disruption by reassigning and maintaining link
weights in the network.
Recent work starts to study network updates in SDN.
Reitblatt et al. [25] propose a two-phase commit protocol
that is guaranteed to preserve consistency when transitioning
between configurations. Noyes et al. [23] propose a tool used
for synthesizing network updates automatically and avoiding
errors caused by manual configurations such as forwarding
loops and access control violations. WayPoint [20], [21] aims
to minimize the number of sequential controller interactions
when directly transitioning from the initial to the final stage.
SWAN [11] and zUpdate [19] try to find congestion-free
update plans in WAN and DCN, respectively. Dionysus [13]
employs dependency graphs to find a fast congestion-free update plan according to different runtime conditions of switches.
CPC [6] studies a distributed SDN control plane that enables
concurrent and robust policy implementation.
III. A N O PTIMIZATION F RAMEWORK
We introduce our optimization framework for the minimum
congestion update problem in this section.
A. A Motivating Example
In a software defined data center network, whenever the
topology or traffic matrix changes, the controller needs to
recalculate routing in order to optimize performance. Consider the example in Fig. 1, in which there are six switches
R1 , . . . , R6 , and the link capacity is 1 Mbps. FA and FB

are two flows from R1 to R5 , whose demands are 0.2 Mbps
and 1 Mbps, respectively. FC is a flow from R3 to R5 ,
whose demand is 0.8 Mbps. The initial routing is illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). At this point, suppose a new flow appears from R3
to R4 with a demand of 1 Mbps. The controller then wants to
change routing to Fig. 1(b). Due to the different update order,
the three flows may be routed temporarily as in Fig. 1(c) during
the transition. In this case congestion occurs at the link from
R2 to R5 , which is overloaded with twice its capacity, and
results in severe packet loss.
Introducing intermediate stages can reduce transient congestion [11], [19]. For example, zUpdate [19] takes advantage
of vacant capacity to find a congestion-free update plan. It
first moves 80% of FB onto path hR1 , R6 , R5 i and keeps the
remaining 20%. Then FA is moved from path hR1 , R2 , R5 i
to hR1 , R6 , R5 i. Finally the remaining 20% of FB and all FC
is moved to their final paths. The whole process has three
intermediate stages and involves solving three LPs, one for
each stage.
Yet a congestion-free update plan may not always exist
especially when the number of flows is large. Thus one has to
set aside some capacity on each link to guarantee its existence,
as proved in SWAN [11], and resource utilization is reduced.
In this case, FB with 1 Mbps demand cannot be completely
satisfied through path hR1 , R2 , R5 i. It must be split onto
different paths. Flow splitting may not be feasible for certain
applications that are sensitive to TCP packet reordering, such
as video applications.
In contrast, we wish to find an update plan that minimizes
the transient congestion. Assume FA , FB and FC are three
unsplittable flows. They should be routed only through a single
path during update. If we consider the update plan in which
routing is first changed from Fig. 1(a) to Fig. 1(d), and then
to Fig. 1(b), transient congestion can be reduced significantly.
Specifically, transitioning from Fig. 1(a) to Fig. 1(d) only
causes the link capacity to exceed by 0.2, with two possible
transient states shown in Fig. 1(e) and Fig. 1(f), and the
transition from Fig. 1(d) to Fig. 1(b) is congestion-free. So
the overall transient congestion is 0.2. This update plan may
be acceptable in practice because switches have buffers to
accommodate traffic bursts, and data center transports such
as DCTCP can detect congestion early on with ECN to
adjust sending rate in a fine granularity [5]. Further many
applications, such as data processing frameworks, are elastic
to bandwidth and can tolerate temporary rate reduction [18].
Moreover, the problem of finding an update plan that minimizes transient congestion given the number of intermediate
stages is more general than finding a congestion-free plan.
We expose the tradeoff between update speed and congestion,
reducing the number of LPs that need to be solved and
allowing the operator to speed up the update process. In the
motivating example, there is only one intermediate stage which
requires solving just one LP. We design fast heuristics to
further improve the scalability of our solutions for large-scale
networks.

TABLE II
K EY NOTATIONS IN THIS PAPER .

Fsp
Fmp
F
V
E
G
S
Rv
Ce
P (f )
df
n
ρ
k

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

set of flows routed with single path routing
set of flows routed with multipath routing
set of flows F = Fsp ∪ Fmp
set of switches v
set of links e
directed network graph G = (V, E)
set of stages the routing update is performed
capacity of flow table in switch v
capacity of link e
set of possible paths for flow f
demand of flow f
number of update stages. n = |S|
number of intermediate stages. ρ = |S| − 2
number of switches in the network. k = |V |

B. Network Model
Before formulating the problem, we first present our network model. A network is a directed graph G = (V, E), where
V is the set of switches and E the set of links with capacities
Ce for each link e ∈ E. According to application requirements,
we divided flows in the network into two categories. Fsp
represents the set of unsplittable flows that must use single
path routing during update; Fmp represents the set of flows
that can use multipath routing. Each flow f is associated
with a demand df , routed through a possible path p ∈ P (f )
between its source and destination. The set of stages is
S = {1, 2, . . . , n − 1, n}, in which stage 1 and stage n are
initial and final stage, respectively. Routing in stage 1 and stage
n are known while routing in stages 2, 3, . . . , n − 1 need to be
determined. The number of intermediate stages ρ is specified
by the network operator. The operator may obtain this based
on the history of update data and its global view of the network
state, which however is beyond the scope of this paper. For
convenience, we summarize important notations in Table II.
C. Problem Formulation
Based on the above network model, we formulate the
minimum congestion update problem (MCUP) as a mixed
integer linear program (1). Given the number of intermediate
stages, we wish to find the optimal routing for all intermediate
stages that minimizes the transient congestion from the initial
stage to the final stage.
minimize
subject to

µse
X

max
X
df

(1)

e∈E,s∈{1,2,...,n−1}

f ∈Fsp ∪Fmp

s
max(xsf,p , xs+1
f,p ) ≤ µe Ce ,

p∈P (f ):e∈p

∀e ∈ E, ∀s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1},
X
xsf,p = 1,

(1a)

p∈P (f )

∀f ∈ Fsp ∪ Fmp , ∀s ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n − 1},
(1b)
xsf,p ∈ {0, 1},

∀f ∈ Fsp , ∀p ∈ P (f ), ∀s ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n − 1},
(1c)
xsf,p ≥ 0,
∀f ∈ Fmp , ∀p ∈ P (f ), ∀s ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n − 1},
(1d)
µse > 0, ∀e ∈ E, ∀s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}.

(1e)

We define transient congestion as the maximum link congestion relative to its capacity µse during update across the
network, as shown in the objective of MCUP (1). The optimization variables xsf,p indicate whether flow f is routed
through path p in stage s. Constraint (1a) characterizes transient congestion for individual links e during transition. For
example, as illustrated in Fig. 1, during the transition from
Fig. 1(a) to Fig. 1(b), i.e., from stage 1 to stage 2, the
maximum load of the link (R2 , R5 ) is 0.2 × max(0, 1) +
1.0 × max(1, 0) + 0.8 × max(0, 1) = 2, which describes
the case shown in Fig. 1(c). Constraint (1b) is the flow
demand conservation constraint. Constraint (1c) represents the
single path routing constraint for unsplittable flows, and (1d)
represents the multipath routing constraint for splittable flows.
Because of the max function, constraint (1a) is not linear.
s
s
By introducing auxiliary variables {yf,p
} and {zf,p
}, we can
transform (1) to the following mixed integer program with
s
s
linear constraints. The auxiliary variable yf,p
(zf,p
) equals one
when unsplittable (splittable) flow f is routed through path p
either in stage s or s + 1, and equals zero otherwise.

flows F1 , F2 , ..., Fm are routed through links e1 , e2 , . . . , em ,
0
respectively, and flows F10 , F20 , . . . , Fm
are routed through a
0
single link e0 . The final stage is that flows F10 , F20 , . . . , Fm
are
routed through links e1 , e2 , ..., em and flows F1 , F2 , ..., Fm are
routed through link e0 . They cannot be split P
during update.
m
The link capacities are Cei = si , and Ce0 = i=1 si for all
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}.
Therefore, any feasible partition of the items corresponds
to MCUP with only one intermediate stage, and vice versa.
The change of routing from the initial stage to the intermediate stage forms one set of the partition, and that from the
intermediate stage to the final stage forms the other.
em
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Fig. 2.

Reduction from Partition to MCUP.

IV. A ROUNDING A LGORITHM
We now design a rounding based approximation algorithm [27] to tackle the NP-hard MCUP (2).
Algorithm 1 Randomized Rounding

minimize
subject to

max
e∈E,s∈{1,2,...,n−1}

X

X

df

f ∈Fsp

X
f ∈Fmp

µse
s
yf,p
+

p∈P (f ):e∈p

X

f

d

s
zf,p
≤ µse Ce ,

p∈P (f ):e∈p

∀e ∈ E, ∀s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1},
s
yf,p
s
yf,p
s
zf,p
s
zf,p

≥
≥
≥
≥

(2)

xsf,p ,
xs+1
f,p ,
s
xf,p ,
xs+1
f,p ,

∀f ∈ Fsp ,

(2a)
(2b)

∀f ∈ Fsp ,

(2c)

∀f ∈ Fmp ,

(2d)

∀f ∈ Fmp ,

(2e)

(1b), (1c), (1d), (1e).
D. Hardness Analysis
We establish the hardness of MCUP below.
Theorem 1: MCUP is NP-hard, even for a network consisting of two switches and m + 1 parallel links.
Proof: Consider a special case of MCUP with only one
intermediate stage. We construct a polynomial reduction from
the set partition problem [7] to it. Consider a partition instance
consisting of m items, each with a value si , si ∈ R, i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , m}. For each item we introduce two flows Fi and
Fi0 with demands dFi = dFi0 = si and the instance of
MCUP is constructed as shown in Fig. 2. There are 2m flows
from source s to destination t in the initial stage, in which

Input: The optimal fractional solution {x̃sf,p } to the relaxed LP of
(2).
Output: A solution {x̂sf,p } to (1).
1: for s = 2 to n − 1 do
2:
for each f ∈ Fmp do
3:
for each p ∈ P (f ) do
4:
x̂sf,p = x̃sf,p
5:
end for
6:
end for
7:
for each f ∈ Fsp do
8:
P 0 (f ) = ∅
9:
for each p ∈ P (f ) and p 6∈ P 0 (f ) do
10:
x̂sf,p = 0
0
11:
P 0 (f ) =
PP (f ) ∪ p s
s
12:
lf,p = p0 ∈P 0 (f ) x̃f,p0
13:
end for
14:
Generate a number r in (0,1] uniformly at random
s
s
15:
Find p̂ such that r ≤ lf,
p̂ and lf,p̂ − r is minimum
s
16:
x̂f,p̂ = 1
17:
end for
18: end for

The mixed integer program (2) can be relaxed to a linear
program by replacing the constraint (1c) xsf,p ∈ {0, 1} with
xsf,p ≥ 0. Since constraint (1b) holds, {xsf,p } are in fact
real numbers between 0 to 1. The optimal fractional solutions
{x̃sf,p } of the relaxed LP of (2) can be obtained in polynomial
time using standard solvers.
As shown in Algorithm 1, for f ∈ Fmp , {x̃sf,p } is already
the feasible solution (lines 2-6). For f ∈ Fsp , we apply

randomized rounding to obtain an integer solution {x̂sf,p }
(lines 7-17). We do not show the process of rounding auxiliary
s
variable {ỹf,p|f
∈Fsp }, which can be readily obtained from the
integer solutions {x̂sf,p|f ∈Fsp }. To ensure that only one path
is chosen for a flow f ∈ Fsp in stage s, the optimal fractional
solution can be viewed as partitioning the interval [0, 1] to
intervals of lengths {x̃sf,p|f ∈Fsp } (lines 9-13). A real number
is generated uniformly at random in (0, 1] and the interval in
which it lies determines the path (lines 14-16).
Before analyzing the performance of Algorithm 1, we
introduce the following definition.
Definition 1: Let µ∗ be the optimal solution to (1), which
gives a lower bound of transient congestion.
Theorem 2: If µ∗ > 1, ∀e ∈ E, Algorithm 1 outputs
a feasible solution with transient congestion bounded by
O(log k)µ∗ from any stage s to s + 1 with probability 1 − k12 ,
where k is the number of switches in the network.
The proof can be found in Appendix A.
V. A G REEDY I MPROVEMENT A LGORITHM
In this section we develop a greedy improvement algorithm
to improve the solution of the rounding algorithm. In spite of
its guaranteed approximation ratio, the randomized algorithm
is still not efficient as it may occasionally produce a bad
solution. The greedy algorithm improves upon the solution
of rounding by greedily rerouting each flow to a better path.
It has the same approximation ratio as the rounding algorithm
in general topologies, and has a constant approximation ratio
of 4 in fat-tree topology.
A. Algorithm Design
Let us introduce two related notations first.
s1
s2
Definition 2: The ∨ operator: Let {αf,p
} and {βf,p
} be
two routing configurations in stages s1 and s2 . The result of
s1
s2
{αf,p
} ∨ {βf,p
} is a flow distribution {Df,e } in network G,
s1
s2
where Df,e = max({αf,p
}, {βf,p
}). If flow f ∈ Fsp , Df,e ∈
{0, 1}. If flow f ∈ Fmp , Df,e ∈ [0, 1].
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Fig. 3. The result of ∨ operator over routing configurations in Fig. 1(a) and
Fig. 1(b).

The ∨ operator maps routing configurations of different
stages onto the same network, which is convenient for further
optimization. Fig. 3 shows the ∨ operator applied over routing
configurations in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b).
The congestion calculation function φ is rigorously described in Algorithm 2. It takes the result of ∨ operator {Df,e }
as input and calculates the maximal link congestion λ. ηe
denotes the load and δe the load relative to its capacity in
link e (lines 3-8). When Algorithm 2 stops, λ represents the
maximal link congestion. Take flow distribution in Fig. 3 as

Algorithm 2 Congestion Calculation Function φ
Input: Flow distribution {Df,e }.
Output: Maximal congestion λ.
1: for each e ∈ E do
2:
ηe , δ e = 0
3:
for each f ∈ F do
4:
if Df,e > 0 then
5:
ηe = ηe + df · Df,e
6:
end if
7:
end for
ηe
8:
δe = C
e
9: end for
10: λ = arg maxe∈E δe

the input of function φ, the result is 2.0, which represents the
transient congestion transitioning from Fig. 1(a) to Fig. 1(b).
Property 1: For any routing configuration {af,p } in the
network, φ({af,p } ∨ {af,p }) = φ({af,p }).
Property 2: Let {af,p }, {bf,p } and {cf,p } be three routing
configurations in the same network. If φ({af,p }) ≥ φ({bf,p }),
then φ({af,p } ∨ {cf,p }) ≥ φ({bf,p } ∨ {cf,p }).
Property 3: Let {af,p }, {bf,p }, {cf,p } and {df,p } be four
routing configurations in the same network. If φ({af,p }) ≥
φ({bf,p }) and φ({cf,p }) ≥ φ({df,p }), then φ({af,p } ∨
{cf,p }) ≥ φ({bf,p } ∨ {df,p }).
n
1
} be the initial and final
} and {γf,p
Theorem 3: Let {αf,p
routing configurations. If there exists intermediate routing
n−1
2
3
configurations {βf,p
}, {βf,p
}, . . . , {βf,p
} such that the value
n−1
1
2
n
of φ({αf,p } ∨ {βf,p } ∨ . . . ∨ {βf,p } ∨ {γf,p
}) is minin−1
2
3
mum, {βf,p }, {βf,p }, . . . , {βf,p } are the optimal intermediate
stages with the least transient congestion.
The proof can be found in Appendix B.
Algorithm 3 Greedy Improvement Algorithm
Input: The optimal fractional solution {x̃sf,p } to the relaxed LP of
(2).
Output: An optimized solution {x̂sf,p } to (1).
s
1: Run Algorithm 1 and
 obtain a solution {x̂f,p }
2: λ = φ ∨s∈S {x̂sf,p }
3: for s∗ ∗= n − 1 to
2 do
∗
s
4:
{βf,p
} = {x̂sf,p }
5:
{Df,e } = ∨s∈S−{s∗ } {x̂sf,p }
6:
for each f ∗ ∈ Fsp do
∗
∗
7:
{Df,e
} = {Df,e } ∨ {βFs −{f ∗ },p }
∗
8:
for each p ∈ P (f ) do
∗
9:
βfs ∗ ,p = 1

∗
∗
10:
if φ {Df,e
} ∨ βfs ∗ ,p < λ then
11:
12:
13:
14:

∗

∗

∗

s
{βf,p
}= {βFs −{f ∗ },p } 
∨ βfs ∗ ,p
∗

∗
λ = φ {Df,e
} ∨ βfs ∗ ,p
end if

∗
∗
∗
∗
if φ {Df,e
} ∨ βfs ∗ ,p = λ and βfs ∗ ,p = x̂sf ∗+1
,p then
∗

∗

∗

s
15:
{βf,p
} = {βFs −{f ∗ },p } ∨ βfs ∗ ,p
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
end∗for
s∗
19:
{x̂sf,p } = {βf,p
}
20: end for

We are now ready to describe our greedy algorithm shown in
Algorithm 3. We first run Algorithm 1 and obtain an initial solution {x̂sf,p } (line 1), which serves as input to the congestion
calculation function φ (line 2). For simplicity, φ(∨s∈S {x̂sf,p })
n
represents φ({x̂1f,p } ∨ {x̂2f,p } ∨ . . . ∨ {x̂n−1
f,p } ∨ {x̂f,p }), where
S = {1, 2, . . . , n} (line 2). We consider intermediate stages
n − 1 to 2 and greedily change the routing configuration
s∗
{βf,p
} flow by flow to improve transient congestion from
the initial stage {x̂1f,p } to the final stage {x̂nf,p } (lines 3-20).
s∗
{βf,p
} represent the routing of intermediate stage s∗ (line 4).
{Df,e } represent the result of ∨ operator applied over routing
of intermediate stages S − {s∗ } (line 5). For each flow f ∗ , we
∗
first calculate {Df,e
}, which is the result of ∨ operator over
routing in all stages except f ∗ in stage s∗ (line 7). Then we
move f ∗ onto a different potential path p in order to find a
∗
better routing (line 9). If the new routing βfs ∗ ,p for f ∗ results in
∗
s
less congestion, we update {βf,p
} and λ (lines 10-13). Further,
∗
if f is routed through the final path p in stage s∗ + 1 and
s∗
} as well (lines
does not increase congestion, we update {βf,p
14-16). When all flows are rerouted in stage s∗ , we update
∗
{x̂sf,p } and enter the next stage (line 19).
Note that the congestion upper bound of the rounding
algorithm is O(log k). The greedy algorithm improves upon
it whenever possible. Thus its performance is at least as good
as that of rounding. We have the following.
Theorem 4: Algorithm 3 achieves an approximation ratio
no more than that of Algorithm 1 in a general topology.
B. Approximation Ratio for Fat-tree
We now consider a particular DCN topology, fat-tree [4],
an example of which is shown in Fig. 4(a). We analyze the
approximation ratio of Algorithm 3 in a fat-tree.
1
n
Definition 3: Let {αf,p
} and {γf,p
} be the initial and final
n−1
n
2
1
}),
} ∨ {γf,p
routing. µ̂ = φ({αf,p } ∨ {β̂f,p } ∨ . . . ∨ {β̂f,p
n−1
2
3
where {β̂f,p }, {β̂f,p }, . . . , {β̂f,p } are the optimal intermediate stages for a fat-tree.
Lemma 1: Independent of the rerouting order, when rerout∗
ing any flow f ∗ in stage s∗ in Algorithm 2, if φ({Df,e|e∈p
}∨
s∗
0
βf ∗ ,p ) ≥ 4µ̂, there must exist another path p such that
∗
s∗
0
∗
0
φ({Df,e|e∈p
0 }∨βf ∗ ,p0 ) < 4µ̂, where p, p ∈ P (f ) and p 6= p .
The proof can be found in Appendix C. Now we can show
that the greedy algorithm has a constant approximation ratio
in fat-tree networks.
Theorem 5: Algorithm 3 approximates MCUP in fat-tree
networks with a factor of 4.
∗
Proof: By Lemma 1, for any flow f ∗ , if φ({Df,e|e∈p
}∨
s∗
0
βf ∗ ,p ) ≥ 4µ̂, there must exist another path p ∈ P (f ∗ )
∗
s∗
such that φ({Df,e|e∈p
0 } ∨ βf ∗ ,p0 ) < 4µ̂. When all flows
have been rerouted in all stages, there must exist intermen−1
2
3
diate routing configurations {βf,p
}, {βf,p
}, . . . , {βf,p
} such
n−1
1
2
n
that φ({αf,p
} ∨ {βf,p
} ∨ . . . ∨ {βf,p } ∨ {γf,p
}) < 4µ̂ =
n−1
1
2
n
4 · φ({αf,p
} ∨ {β̂f,p
} ∨ . . . ∨ {β̂f,p
} ∨ {γf,p
}). According
1
to Property 2, Property 3 and Theorem 3, max(φ({αf,p
}∨
n−1
2
2
3
n
{βf,p }), φ({βf,p } ∨ {βf,p }), . . . , φ({βf,p } ∨ {γf,p })) ≤ 4 ·

1
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(a) A 4-pod fat-tree DCN topology.
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(b) Microsoft’s inter-data center WAN topology.
Fig. 4.

Realistic network topologies used in our evaluation.

n−1
1
2
2
3
max(φ({αf,p
} ∨ {β̂f,p
}), φ({β̂f,p
} ∨ {β̂f,p
}), . . . , φ({β̂f,p
}∨
n
∗
{γf,p })) = 4µ . Hence, when Algorithm 3 stops, the maximal
transient congestion is less than or equal to 4µ∗ .

VI. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate our algorithms in this section.
A. Setup
We consider two realistic topologies.
• A 4-pod fat-tree for the DCN scenario as shown in
Fig. 4(a). The edge and aggregation layer has 4 switches
in each pod. Each edge switch connects to 2 hosts.
The network has 16 hosts and 4 core switches. Each
switch has 4 10 Gbps ports, resulting in a full bisection
bandwidth network.
• A realistic WAN topology for interconnecting Microsoft’s
data centers [13], which is illustrated in Fig. 4(b). There
are 8 switches and 14 10 Gbps links.
We consider both single path and multipath routing in the
DCN scenario. For the WAN scenario, we consider tunnel
based multipath routing [11]. For both settings, we leave 10%
link capacity vacant on each link for SWAN. Flows in the
network are generated randomly [2], and we change the flow
demand to simulate traffic variations. We calculate the initial
routing before the flow demand changes and final routing after
the flow demand changes to maximize link utilization [8].
B. Benchmark Schemes
We evaluate the following schemes.
One Shot: Transition directly from the initial to the final
stage.
RR: Our randomized routing algorithm as in Algorithm 1.
GI: Our greedy improvement algorithm as in Algorithm 3.
OPT: The optimal solution of the integer program (2)
obtained using the branch and bound method.
SWAN: State-of-the-art congestion-free update algorithm [11]. As discussed in Sec. I, this heuristic algorithm
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works by iteratively solving a series of LPs until a congestionfree update plan is found, and cannot take the number of
intermediate stages as input. Thus it cannot be used to solve
(2), and we only include it for comparing the maximum
number of rules and update time.
C. Basic Performance
We study the maximum link congestion generated by One
Shot and the performance of our algorithms—RR and GI—
in minimizing congestion comparing to OPT. Fig. 5(a) and
Fig. 5(b) show the measured maximum link congestion, where
the results of RR, GI and OPT are produced with 5 intermediate stages. Both GI and RR can effectively decrease
congestion: GI and RR decrease link congestion by 67% and
60% respectively compared to One Shot. Furthermore, GI
consistently outperforms RR by up to 12%, and provides nearoptimal performance compared to OPT.
Fig. 6 shows the number of congested flows during the
entire update process. We can see that, as the number of
flows increases, One Shot yields significantly more congested
flows compared to GI and RR. Specifically, in Fig. 6(a), the
number of congested flows for One Shot, RR and GI is 1600,
910 and 620, respectively, in the DCN scenario when the
number of flows is 3000. Looking more closely into Fig. 6(a)
and Fig. 6(b), the improvement for GI in Fig. 6(a) is more
significant: it decreases the number of congested flows by
20% from RR on average. This demonstrates that GI takes
full advantage of the richly connected fat-tree topology and
significantly mitigates congestion by rerouting flows onto less
congested paths.
Fig. 7 shows the comparison of control overhead during
update. We define control overhead as the number of rules
that needs to be touched (added/removed/modified) during the
update. Essentially this measures the number of operations, as
well as the number of flow table entries required to perform
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the update. One Shot does not introduce intermediate stages
and needs the least update operations. We also observe that
SWAN induces more control overhead than GI. In Fig. 7(a),
when the number of flows is 6000, the control overhead of
SWAN is almost twice as that of GI. The reason is that SWAN
usually takes more stages to transition the state without any
congestion. In contrast, GI uses less intermediate stages with a
small extent of congestion and saves a lot of update operations.
Note that these results become inaccurate for switches that
apply longest prefix matching or wild-card rules. However,
such rules are increasingly being substituted with exact match
rules in SDN [13].
VII. I MPLEMENTATION
Besides simulation, we develop a prototype of our algorithms using Mininet 2.0 [17]. We use Floodlight 0.9
controller [1] running on a PC with an Intel i5-2400 quadcore processor. Switches are emulated by Mininet and run
Openflow v1.0. The forwarding rules are installed and updated
via Floodlight’s static flow pusher API.
We now describe how to perform network update using our
algorithms in our implementation. The procedure is shown in
Algorithm 4. We first obtain a solution to (1) using the greedy
algorithm (line 1). Next we sequentially examine every stage
s of the solution and determine what forwarding rules should
be added to which switches by comparing the routing in stage
s to its adjacent stage s + 1. To ensure consistency, we adopt
the two-phase commit protocol proposed in [25], which uses
VLAN ID in packet headers to index stages. In the first phase
of transition from s to s + 1, new rules whose matching fields
use the new VLAN ID corresponding to stage s + 1 (lines
7-10) are added. During this phase, flows are still forwarded
according to existing rules as packets are still stamped with
the VLAN ID of stage s. Once the update is done for all
switches, the protocol enters the second phase when we stamp

Algorithm 4 Performing Minimum Congestion Update
Input: Network topology G = (V, E); the number of intermediate
stage; initial routing {x1f,p } and final routing {xn
f,p }.
Output: Update sequence of switch rules.
1: Apply Algorithm 3 and obtain solutions {x̂sf,p } to (1)
2: for s = 1 to n − 1 do
3:
V0 =∅
4:
for each f ∈ F do
5:
for each p ∈ P (f ) do
s
6:
if x̂s+1
f,p 6= x̂f,p then
7:
for each switch v in path p do
8:
Add new rules to forwarding table or group table
corresponding to flow f in switch v. The new rules
use new VLAN tag corresponding to stage s + 1
to match packets.
9:
V0 =V0∪v
10:
end for
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
end for
14:
for each v ∈ V 0 do
15:
if switch v is connected by host then
16:
Modify the rules in switch v such that it can stamp every
incoming packet with a new VLAN tag corresponding
to stage s + 1.
17:
end if
18:
end for
19: end for

every incoming packet with the new VLAN ID (lines 14-18).
At this point the new rules become functional, and old rules
are removed by the controller.
We conduct experiments of network update to handle device
failures in both DCN and WAN. The topologies used here
are the same as illustrated in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b). Link
bandwidth is set to 10 Mb with 1 ms delay in Mininet. Port
buffer size is 1 Mb. We use iperf to generate flows with an
average size of 5 Mb. A flow’s source and destination switches
are chosen randomly. We use the link down command in
Mininet to simulate link failures. We run our algorithms and
SWAN, respectively, in the controller to update routing, and
measure the total update time T . It includes two parts: time
for generating an update plan Tgen and time for updating forwarding rules Tupdate . We measure Tupdate using OpenFlow
arrier messages [3]. Specifically, from stages s to s+1, we first
record the starting time Ts , then send the update messages, and
finally send the barrier request message. Upon receiving the
barrier response message, we obtain the finish time Ts+1 . In
addition, we measure the average delay between the controller
and the switch Tdelay using the hello messages [3], which
is subtracted from the calculation.
T = Tgen + Tupdate = Tgen +

n−1
X

(Ts+1 − Ts − Tdelay )

s=1

Fig. 8 shows the update time results in response to failures.
In DCN, most updates using GI finish within three seconds
while SWAN takes eight seconds. In WAN, GI uses three
seconds while SWAN takes seven. One Shot, as the lower
bound of update time, is also implemented in our experiments.

Tgen is equal to zero for One Shot since it does not require
solving LP. We observe that the update time of GI is close to
One Shot especially in WAN scenario.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the problem of minimizing
transient congestion during network update in data center
networks. We formulated it as an integer linear program,
and proposed two algorithms to solve the NP-hard problem.
Experimental and simulation results show that our algorithms
mitigates transient congestion and reduces update time significantly.
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A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2
Proof: To begin with, we present some related properties
and definitions to facilitate the proof.
Property 4: If X and Y are nonnegative random variables,
then E [max(X, Y )] ≤ E[X] + E[Y ] holds [9].
s
Definition 4: Let Xf,e
be a binary random variable that
indicates whether flow f ∈ Fsp is routed through link e in
s
= 1,
stage s. If f passes through link e in stage s, Xf,e
s
otherwise Xf,e = 0.
P
s+1
f
s
Definition 5: Let ze =
f ∈Fmp d max(x̃f,e , x̃f,e ),
which represents the maximum load on link e for f ∈ Fmp
during the transition from stage
P s to stage s +s1. s+1
Definition 6: Let Xe = f ∈Fsp df max(Xf,e
, Xf,e ) + ze
be a random variable that indicates the maximum load on link
e during the transition from stage s to stage s + 1.
According to Property 4, Definition 6, and constraint (1a),
i
h

X
s+1
s
+ ze
E[Xe ] =
df E max Xf,e
, Xf,e
f ∈Fsp

≤

X

 
h
i

s+1
s
df E Xf,e
+ E Xf,e
+ ze

f ∈Fsp

=

X

df

f ∈Fsp

=

X
f ∈Fsp
∗

X

 
h
i

s+1
s
E Xf,p
+ E Xf,p
+ ze

p∈P (f ):e∈p
f

d

X




x̃sf,p + x̃s+1
+ ze
f,p

p∈P (f ):e∈p

≤ 2µ Ce
P
s+1
ze
df
s
e
Let Ye = X
f ∈Fsp Ce max(Xf,e , Xf,e ) + Ce . From
Ce =
∗
s
above, E[Ye ] ≤ 2µ . The random variables {Xf,e
} are
mutually independent since link e for flow f is chosen
independently in Algorithm 1. Therefore, Ye , the sum of
s
random variables {Xf,e
}, is independent. Choose δ such that
8 ln k
(1 + δ) = ln ln k and apply Chernoff bound [27],

 
−8 lnlnlnkk
8 ln k ∗
8 ln k
1
Pr Ye ≥
2µ ≤
≤ 4.
ln ln k
e ln ln k
k
There are k switches in the network, so the number of links
between nodes is at most k 2 . By union bound,


 X 

8 ln k ∗
8 ln k ∗
1
Pr max Ye ≥
2µ ≤
Pr Ye ≥
2µ ≤ 2 .
e∈E
ln ln k
ln ln k
k
e∈E
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n−1
1
2
Proof: Suppose φ({αf,p
} ∨ {β̂f,p
} ∨ . . . ∨ {β̂f,p
}∨
n−1
n
1
2
n
{γf,p
}) > φ({αf,p
} ∨ {βf,p
} ∨ . . . ∨ {βf,p } ∨ {γf,p
})
n−1
2
3
and {β̂f,p }, {β̂f,p }, . . . , {β̂f,p } is the optimal intermediate
stage with the least transient congestion. Hence, we obtain
n−1
1
2
2
3
max(φ({αf,p
} ∨ {βf,p
}), φ({βf,p
} ∨ {βf,p
}), . . . , φ({βf,p
}∨
n
1
2
2
{γf,p }))
≥
max(φ({αf,p } ∨ {β̂f,p }), φ({β̂f,p } ∨
n−1
3
n
{β̂f,p
}), . . . , φ({β̂f,p
} ∨ {γf,p
})). Without loss of generality,
1
2
we assume φ({αf,p } ∨ {βf,p
}) is the maximum value
1
2
in the left side. We thus have φ({αf,p
} ∨ {βf,p
}) ≥
1
2
1
2
2
φ({αf,p
} ∨ {β̂f,p
}), φ({αf,p
} ∨ {βf,p
}) ≥ φ({β̂f,p
} ∨
n−1
3
1
2
n
{β̂f,p }), . . . , φ({αf,p } ∨ {βf,p }) ≥ φ({β̂f,p } ∨ {γf,p }).
1
2
From Property 1 and Property 3, φ({αf,p
} ∨ {βf,p
}) ≥
n−1
1
2
n
φ({αf,p } ∨ {β̂f,p } ∨ . . . ∨ {β̂f,p } ∨ {γf,p })
>
n−1
1
2
n
φ({αf,p } ∨ {βf,p } ∨ . . . ∨ {βf,p } ∨ {γf,p }). This contradiction
1
2
concludes the proof, since we know that φ({αf,p
}∨{βf,p
}) ≤
n−1
1
2
n
φ({αf,p } ∨ {βf,p } ∨ . . . ∨ {βf,p } ∨ {γf,p }) must hold.
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P ROOF OF L EMMA 1
Proof: In a τ -pod fat-tree, each switch has τ ports. There
are τ /2 aggregation switches and τ /2 edge switches in each
pod. Core switches connect aggregation switches across pods.
A 4-pod fat-tree topology is illustrated in Fig. 9. Aggregation
and edge switches in pod j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , τ } are denoted by
Aggij and T orij , respectively, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , τ /2}. Core
switches, which connect aggregation switches, are denoted by
Corui , where u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , τ /2}.
Suppose there does not exist path p0 such that
∗
s∗
φ({Df,e|e∈p
0 } ∨ βf ∗ ,p0 ) < 4µ̂. We denote source and destipod

nation switch of flow f ∗ by T orhpodi and T org j . Let Eh
pod
(Eg ) be the set of links incident to switch T orhpodi (T org j ).
Let lh (lg ) be the number of links in set Eh (Eg ) such
∗
that φ({Df,e
}) > 4µ̂, where e ∈ Eh (Eg ). Let lh0 (lg0 ) be
the number of links in set Eh (Eg ) such that 4µ̂ − d∗ ≤
∗
∗
φ({Df,e
}) ≤ 4µ̂, where e ∈ Eh (Eg ) and d∗ = df /Ce . We
denote by Fh the total amount of flow in all links incident to
switch T orhpodi , and thus Fh > lh ·4µ̂·Ce +lh0 (4µ̂ − d∗ )·Ce ≥
lh · 4µ̂ · Ce + lh0 (4µ̂ − µ̂) · Ce . Hence,
Fh > 4lh µ̂Ce + 3lh0 µ̂Ce

(3)

Now we consider the lower bound of µ̂, which is the case
that the total amount of flow Fh are evenly splitted in τ /2
i
links incident to T orpod
.
h
µ̂Ce ≥

2Fh
τ

(4)
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Tor

(Aggγpodi , Aggγ j ) in aggregation layer between podi and
∗
∗
∗
podj such that φ({Df,e
or φ({Df,e
0 }) ≥ 4µ̂ − d
00 }) ≥
pod
i
4µ̂ − d∗ , where e0 ∈ {hT orh Aggγpodi i} and e00 ∈
pod
pod
{hAggγ j T org j i}. Let l = (lh +lg )/2 and l0 = (lh0 +lg0 )/2,
we obtain

Cor22

Tor

Pod3

Tor

lh + lh0 + lg + lg0
= l + l0
2
Note that if the assumption holds, the inequality
∗
φ({Df,e|e∈p
}) ≥ 4µ̂ − d∗ must be satisfied, where
|B 0 | ≤

Tor

Pod4

pod

4-pod fat-tree topology

Combining (3) and (4), τ /2 > 4lh + 3lh0 , we obtain
τ
4
> lh + lh0
(5)
6
3
We denote by lh00 (lg00 ) the number of links in set Eh (Eg )
∗
such that φ({Df,e
}) < 4µ̂ − d∗ , where e ∈ Eh (Eg ). By
inequality (5), we have
τ
τ
4
lh
τ
lh
− lh − lh0 = − lh − lh0 +
> +
2
2 3
3
3
3
For the same reason, τ /6 > (4/3)lg + lg0 . Hence,
lh00 =

lg00 =

τ
τ
lg
− lg − lg0 > +
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According to whether switch T orhpodi and T org j are in
the same pod, we prove Lemma 1 in cases.
Case 1: source switch T orhpodi and destination switch
pod
T org j are in the same pod, i.e., i = j.
From inequality (6) and (7), we obviously obtain,
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T orhpodi

We observe that more than 2/3 links incident to
have load relative to its capacity less than 4µ̂ − d∗ . And so
also is T orgpodi . Moreover, The network topology in podi
is a bipartite graph. Hence, there must exist a switch set
A in aggregation layer and constitute a nonemply path set
Pagg = {hT orhpodi Aggjpodi T orgpodi i}, where Aggjpodi ∈ A
∗
∗
and |A| > τ /6. Obviously, φ({Df,e|e∈p
0 }) < 4µ̂ − d , where
p0 ∈ Pagg . We further induce that there exists path p0 ∈ Pagg
s2
∗
such that φ({Df,e|e∈p
0 } ∨ βf ∗ ,p0 ) < 4µ̂, which is contrary to
the assumption.
Case 2: source switch T orhpodi and destination switch
pod
T org j are in the different pods, i.e., i 6= j.
Let Ec be the set of links incident to core switch Coruγ .
0
Let lcor (lcor
) be the number of links in set Ec such that
∗
∗
φ({Df,e }) > 4µ̂ (4µ̂−d∗ ≤ φ({Df,e
}) ≤ 4µ̂), where e ∈ Ec .
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Let B be the set of pairs (Aggγ , Aggγ j ) in aggregation
layer between podi and podj which are interconnected by
∗
∗
core switch Coruγ , such that both φ({Df,e
0 }) < 4µ̂ − d
podi
∗
∗
0
and φ({Df,e
Aggγpodi i}
00 }) < 4µ̂ − d , where e ∈ {hT orh
podj
podj
00
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and e ∈ {hAggγ T org i}. Let B be the set of pairs

path p ∈ {hAggγpodi Coruγ Aggγ j i} and aggregation
pod
switch pairs (Aggγpodi , Aggγ j ) ∈ B. Otherwise
∗
flow f
can be routed through any path in set
pod
pod
Pcor = {hT orhpodi Aggγpodi Coruγ Aggγ j T orh j i} and
∗
∗
φ({Df,e|e∈Pcor }) < 4µ̂ − d . This is a contradiction. Hence,
we must have
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We denote by Fpodi and Fpodj the amount of flow originated
from podi and directed to podj respectively. Fpodi + Fpodj >
0
0
(4µ̂ − µ̂)Ce ,
(4µ̂ − d∗ )Ce ≥ lcor · 4µ̂Ce + lcor
lcor · 4µ̂Ce + lcor
we obtain
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≥
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Fpodi + Fpodj > 4lcor µ̂Ce + 3lcor
µ̂Ce

(9)

Consider the following lower bound for µ̂, where the
amount of flow originated from podi and directed to podj
are evenly splitted by (τ /2)(τ /2) links respectively.
4Fpodj
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, µ̂Ce ≥
2
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Combining (9) and (10), we have
µ̂Ce ≥

τ2
0
> 4 · lcor + 3 · lcor
2
From (8) and (11), we have that
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By (6) and (7), we derive that
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Hence,
τ ·l
+ lcor
(12)
2
τ denotes the number of pods in fat-tree topology and
thus τ > 0. Recall the condition that l ≥ 0 and lcor ≥ 0,
we obtain (τ · l)/2 + lcor ≥ 0, which is a contradiction to
(12). Hence, there exists path p0 in fat-tree topology such that
s2
∗
φ({Df,e|e∈p
0 } ∨ βf ∗ ,p0 ) < 4µ̂.
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